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ISEG has been
educating leaders of

thought and action
since 1911. Today, at a

time when society
recognises the

importance of good
economic management
more than ever, we are
here to build solutions:
ISEG - 111 years of a

School of First

No, this is not a reflection on the popular saying "eyes
that cannot see...". However, the metaphor serves to
unveil a collective effort behind the scenes,
fundamental in the internationalisation of academia. I
refer to research projects which end up in publications,
in top journals and online data. This effort involves
ISEG research support offices, to guide the application
process for external funding and enable the execution
of the project, as well as the supervision of those
responsible for the ISEG network servers, once the
teams in the field have "mined" the data.

The construction of series over long time periods often
requires looking for information found only on paper, in
print or in indecipherable manuscripts. Therefore, it is
still not possible to find out the amount of the
Portuguese State's debt in 1700, for instance, by the
use of AI. The "virtual assistant" ChatGPT tells us that
there is no credible data for that time. However, if the
question focuses on the situation in England, it assures
us that the debt in 1700 amounted to 16.2 million
pounds. The difference in the precision of the answers
makes evident a gap in knowledge, in this case, about
how the construction of both states was financed. The
research on Portuguese public debt, conducted by
CSG_GHES and started in 2018, took this gap into
consideration, but did not foresee how much
knowledge was missing that would be unveiled in 2023
when the whole world could resort to this chatbot.

The data available at debt.pt is the result of a project
with the acronym DEBT.PT funded by the FCT -
Fundação para a Ciência e a Tecnologia (Science and
Technology Foundation). The "raw" information is
stored in the Arquivo Nacional da Torre do Tombo
(National Arquive), but there is no book or bundle of
manuscripts in a state to be simply copied or easily
serialised. The intelligibility of the manuscripts required,
first, knowledge about cultural and institutional
categories of those who produced these artefacts;
then, experts in palaeography. Finally, cleaned from
these layers, the information was subjected to
serialisation and intervention by a programmer. Two of
the three years allocated to the project were taken up
doing this.

Data construction is a time-consuming task and,
therefore, one of the most demanding in labour and
funding. I think it is the stage of any research that will
hardly ever be able to be robotized or facilitated by AI.
However, as much or more than the articles, it is the
data that will ensure the visibility of the work done by
the multiple teams involved here.

We now know Portugal's indebtedness between 1520
and 1800. In 1700, for example, the stock of the
founded debt corresponded to 5.7% of GDP, about 1.1
times the volume of the State’s revenue. In comparison
with England, these figures certainly indicate the
reduced recourse of the Portuguese State to debt in
the phase before the constitutional monarchy (1820-
1910). Even the War of the Restoration, between 1640-
1668, was not financed mainly through debt. Those
interested in knowing why, this is the link to the first of
several feasible articles with this information.

With long time periods, the past becomes another
"country" for us to compare with today. There are
extrapolations that history allows for the analysis of
contemporary regimes; but, if the impact of what we do
depends on the visibility of the data we build, we are
left with the idea of an enormous challenge for the
financing of this other way of internationalising ISEG.

Global MBA Rankings 2023 - Tier 1

The ISEG MBA was ranked Tier 1 in CEO Magazine's global ranking, a
distinction that highlights the School's excellence in offering a world-
class education.

The quality of the ISEG MBA faculty is an important factor that contributed to this ranking,
representing 35% of the final decision. With highly qualified and experienced faculty in
their fields, the ISEG MBA offers students a comprehensive and practical education,
preparing them for the challenges of today's business world.

We would like to thank all our faculty, staff and students for helping to make the
ISEG MBA a successful and internationally prestigious programme.

The document "2023 Global MBA Rankings" can be consulted HERE.

In this week's newsletter, we highlight the classification of the ISEG MBA in Tier 1 of CEO
Magazine's global ranking, the Summary of the Economic Climate for April, the new
website of the ISEG library, the seminar "Sustainability Impact and New Business Models"
in the scope of the i2030 ISEG Seminars cycle, the Ceramics and the Mindfulness and
Chi-Kung workshops, the event in the Cycle of Livros do Nosso Tempo (Books of our
Time) and news in research, What's Up @ ISEG and our students' sections.

This issue features the following speakers: Bernardo Chagas, Francisco Louçã, João
Duque, Joaquim Sarmento, Nuno Crato, Paulo Trigo Pereira, Ricardo Cabral, Sandra
Maximiano, Sara Falcão Casaca and Tiago Cruz Gonçalves.

The life and future of pensioners

>> Paulo Trigo Pereira and Ricardo Cabral help us
understand the future of pensions in Portugal.

>> Sandra Maximiano explains why in a free, competitive and
global market it's difficult to reduce CEO pay.

>> Francisco Louçã says that André Ventura "opened the
cupboard and is afraid of what he found hidden there".

>> Francisco Louçã's article - "The future of pensions
between the promise and the lie".

>> Joaquim Sarmento warns that it is essential that the
country prepares for more difficult times.

>> João Duque writes a chronicle for young Portuguese who
are at or are finishing university.

>> Tiago Cruz Gonçalves explains why "Masters in Finance
are queuing up at the boarding gate".

>> Nuno Crato reminds us that about one fifth of Portuguese
school-age children show basic insufficiencies.

>> Sara Falcão Casaca interviewed by Jornal de Negócios:
"Our organisational cultures are still very conservative".

>> João Duque defends the need to create relevant brands
that project Portugal into other markets.

>> Bernardo Chagas writes article on "Technology as a
competitive advantage in a context of inflation: Challenges for
2023", in the magazine Distribuição Hoje.

>> Joaquim Sarmento considers that the Stability Programme
(PE) 2023-2027 continues to put Portugal on the path to
impoverishment.

>> Intensive programme created from scratch for Justice,
developed by ISEG and Nova SBE, has already trained about
a hundred directors and managers.

>> João Duque was one of the guests on the programme "Da
Capa à Contracapa" on the theme "what can Higher Education
do for the development of the country?”

ISEG | Economic Climate Summary - April 2023

Confidence recovery in Portugal followed from an improvement of the
corresponding indicators in the euro area.

In the 1st quarter of 2023, the confidence and economic climate indicators recovered from
the level recorded in the last quarter of 2022, although, in general, they have not yet
recovered to their pre-war in Ukraine level. This recovery of confidence in Portugal
followed the improvement of the corresponding indicators in the Euro Area between the
end of the previous year and the beginning of 2023.

If the growth estimate for the 1st quarter materialises, it becomes more likely that annual
growth in 2023 will be in the upper band of the forecast range advanced in January (1% to
2.2%). However, the dynamics of the economy until the end of the year should be different
from that seen in the 1st quarter, anticipating a deceleration in the positive contribution of
the Net External Production and higher growth in the Internal Production.

The April 2023 Economic Climate Summary can be consulted in full HERE.

What's Up @ ISEG

ISEG's library has a new website!

As part of the overall ISEG website restructuring, the library has just launched its new
website. It has been attempted, within a predefined structure, to make our resources
known, available and accessible in a more user-friendly way.

Consult it HERE.

i2030 ISEG Seminars | Sustainability Impact and New Business Models

A seminar on "Sustainability Impact and New Business Models" will be held on 3 May,
with the speaker Carolina Almeida Cruz (C More, Beyond the obvious).

The seminar will be presented in English and will start at 18.30, in Auditorium 2 (Quelhas
Building).

This initiative is part of the i2030 ISEG Seminars cycle, organised annually under
ISEG's Master in Management and Industrial Strategy , in which an external guest (expert)
presents a current topic followed by discussion and debate, in order to associate and
complement the topics to issues such as innovation and sustainability in operations and
industry. 

Entry free.

Ceramic Workshops – Peças de Toque

In May, ISEG will hold workshops that
are ideal for those interested in a first
contact with ceramics.

During the sessions with ceramist
Anabela Mota, a Master of Fine Arts
and with vast experience in the area,
techniques such as ball, rollers and
weights will be explored.

Take the opportunity to have a moment
of pleasure and tranquillity!

More information and sign up HERE.

Mindfulness and Chi-Kung Practical Workshop

On Saturday, 6 May, the “Mindfulness and Chi-Kung Practical Workshop" will take
place on the ISEG Terrace, between 9.30-13.30.

In this workshop, Professor João Carvalho das Neves (ISEG) combines Mindfulness
theory and practice, with energy management exercises (chi-kung) in order to improve the
condition of health and well-being, providing tools for daily life.

More information and registration HERE.

Books of our Time Cycle of Debates | The Story of Work: A New History
of Humankind

On 10 May, an event of the Books of our Time Cycle of Debates will take place, about
the book The Story of Work: A New History of Humankind, by Jan Lucassen (2021).

The book will be presented by Professor João Loureiro (ISCTE) and by researcher
António Pedro Marques (Universidade do Porto), followed by a debate moderated by
Professor Daniel Seabra Lopes (ISEG).

The event starts at 17.00, in Auditorium 2 (Quelhas Building, 2nd floor). 

Free entry, subject to pre-registration HERE.

Research News

ISEG Research Seminar | Street Food Safety in Urban Markets

On 3 May, Denni Tomasi, from the Università di Bologna, presents the study "Street Food
Safety in Urban Markets" at ISEG. Entrance free.

Find out more HERE.

Highlights | CSG - Research in
Social Sciences and
Management

CSG 2023 FORUM | Call for Papers extended until 30th April

The period for submitting proposals for the 5th Edition of the CSG Research Forum has
been extended.

Contributions can be submitted until next 30th April (Sunday), in Portuguese or English,
through the online form available here.

CSG emphasises the call for abstracts focused on one of the following five themes: a)
Digitalisation, employment and knowledge management; b) Globalisation, innovation and
financial sustainability; c) Circular economy and social responsibility of organisations; d)
Globalisation, inequalities and development in a changing world; e) Technological
transformation and business platform models.

All the information regarding the Call for Papers of the 5th Edition of the CSG Research
Forum can be consulted online, in Portuguese and and English.

More information on the CSG website.

ADVANCE highlights - ISEG's
Centre for Advanced
Management Research

IT & Management Talk | AI-generated Text, Synthetic Genres, and
Misinformation

On 2 May, at 9.00, the seventh IT & Management Talk will be dedicated to the topic "AI-
generated Text, Synthetic Genres, and Misinformation", in a session that will have Ashley
Rose Mehlenbacher, from the University of Waterloo (Canada), as guest speaker.

Venue to be announced HERE. Entrance free.

The IT & Management Talks are a set of conferences dedicated to the scientific area of
Information Systems and Operations Management, organised by ADVANCE and
integrated in the PhD programme in Management at ISEG.

Highlights | GHES - Bureau of
Economic and Social History

Seminar | How to reduce child poverty: Lessons from the UK

On 3 May, ISEG's GHES – Gabinete de História Económica e Social Economic and Social
History Study Group) will organise the seminar "How to reduce child poverty: Lessons
from the UK", with Kitty Stewart, Associate Professor of Social Policy and Associate
Director of the Centre for Analysis of Social Exclusion - CASE, of LSE - London School of
Economics and Political Science.

The event will take place at 14.00, in the Staples Room (Quelhas Building).

Free admission.

Highlights | CEsA - Centre for
African Studies and
Development

CEsA é Premium Member da European Association of Development
Research and Training Institutes (EADI)

CEsA has become a Premium Member of EADI - European Association of
Development Research and Training Institutes. The membership in the Premium
category marks the joint organisation of the 2023 edition of the largest European
conference on Development Studies, the EADI CEsA Lisbon Conference 2023:
Towards New Rhythms of Development.

CEsA has been a member of EADI since 1992. By moving to the Premium category,
the centre strengthens its internationalisation project by strengthening an important
partnership in the area of Development Studies, as well as benefiting from greater
prominence in the dissemination of its events, conferences, news and publications. Read
the announcement in EADI's newsletter and visit CEsA's page as Premium Member
in EADI's website.

Cinema and Decolonisation Cycle: Mozambique in Focus | Screening of
the documentary "Ngwenya, the crocodile”

The May session of the Cinema and Decolonisation Cycle: Mozambique in Focus
takes place on 6 May, at 10.00, in Auditorium 2 of ISEG, and will be dedicated to the
screening of the documentary "Ngwenya, o crocodilo" (Isabel Noronha, 2007,
Documentary, 90 min, Portuguese).

This will be followed by a debate with Ana Mafalda Leite, researcher at CEsA, and
Camilo de Sousa, filmmaker, photojournalist and producer.

Registration HERE.

The film club is a project of CESA (CSG/ISEG/ULisboa), under the coordination of the
researcher Jessica Falconi, and aims to create an open and dynamic space for sharing,
for memories, narratives, dialogues and reflections on decolonisation in Mozambique. The
events take place once a month.

More information on the CEsA website.

Student News

PhD student in PÚBLICO's
section "Tell us your Science”

The researcher and PhD student in
Development Studies, Ana Luisa Silva,
is in the spotlight in the section of the
newspaper PÚBLICO "Tell us your
Science", with the article “Why NGOs
decide to innovate”. The article
addresses how crises, whether
economic, social or democratic, serve
as an engine for innovation for NGOs.
Consult the article HERE.

The initiative "Tell us your Science" aims to share with the readers of PÚBLICO a short
text about the topics that PhD students of the Universidade de Lisboa, of any year, are
researching. Find out more in this link. 
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